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SUMMARY
The author (1965) has presented an algorithm for choosing the sample sizes,
n, (i = I, ...• k), to be selected from each of k independent normal data-
generating processes having unknown means. !Lt, in order to minimize the
posterior variance of an arbitrary given linear combination of these means
subject to a budget constraint. The joint prior was taken to be a general
k-dimensional normal distribution. In the present paper it is shown how,
using this algorithm and for a wide class of loss functions, the optimal
experimental design (choice of nlo ...• nk) can be reduced to a univariate
minimization problem. Several specific loss functions are considered as
examples which provide generalization of decision models given by Raiffa
and Schlaifer (1961). as well as a generalization of the earlier work of
Grundy et al. (1956).
I. INTRODUCTION
THE basic model to be assumed here, with the exception of some results briefly
mentioned in Section 4, is as follows: Let fL = (iLl, ... , !Lk) be a vector of unknown
means of k independent normal processes, having known variances a~ (i = I, ... , k).
Suppose fL is assigned a general k-dimensional normal prior distribution with mean
vector m' and positive definite covariance matrix V'=(N')-l. Under this specification,
if independent samples of sizes ni, respectively, are drawn from these processes, then,
letting X = (Xl' ..., X k ) denote the vector of observed sample means (Xi =0 if ni = 0),
the posterior distribution of fL given X is k-dimensional normal with mean
m" = (m'N' + XN)(N + N')-l and covariance matrix V" = (N + N')-l, where N is a
diagonal matrix having elements ni/a~. It is additionally assumed that the parameter
of interest for decision purposes is the scalar
(I)
where the superscript t denotes transpose and 7t = (7Tl' ... , 7Tk) is a given vector. It is
clear that the prior and posterior distributions of p, are univariate normal defined by
the means m' = m'"r and m" = m""r and the variances v' = 7t(N')-l"r and
v" = 7t(N+N')-l"r, respectively. Finally, if a is an act whose utility depends on the
unknown parameter value !L, it is assumed that the loss (negative utility) of the
sequence of choosing n = (nl , ... , nk), observing X, and choosing a when !L is
the "true" state is separable and given by
l(n,X,a,p,) = l(a,p,)+cnl ,
where l(a,p,)~O and c>O is a vector representing the per-unit observation cost.
(2)
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(4)
Consistency in subjectivist decision necessitates choosing a = a* to minimize
l(n,X,a)= E" l(n,X,a,fL) =E"I(a,fL)+cnl ; (3)
"IX,o "IX
while n = n* is chosen to minimize
l(n)= E l(n,X,a) = E E" l(a*, fL) +en',
Xlo Xlo "IX,o
The main concern here is in finding n* under the above model, for various terminal
loss functions lea, JJ-).
This model has several immediate interpretations and applications. The first,
giving the initial impetus to this work, is that of decision when sample information is
provided by means of a stratified sample. In this interpretation the fL/S are the
unknown stratum means and the TT/S are taken proportional to the stratum sizes.
A second important application is given by taking JJ- to be the difference between two
normal process means, JJ-l - fL2' say. Several others will be evident in Section 4 below,
where, with lea,JJ-) taken to be quadratic, the results given are easily extended to a
number of other distributions generating the data and corresponding prior
distributions.
2. A RELEVANT ALLOCATION PROBLEM
As will be shown in Section 3, the class of problems of finding the optimal
experiment size, n*, under the above model is to a very large extent solved if one has
solutions to the following allocation problem.
Choose n = nO ~ 0 to minimize
v"(n)=1t(N+N')-1 nI
subject to the added constraint that
cnl~C.
(5)
(6)
In other words, minimize the posterior variance of fL subject to a budgetary constraint.
This auxiliary problem has been solved, in some detail, by the author (1965, 1966).
Several useful properties of the function v"(n) and the solution are given below. For
complete details of the solution algorithm, explicit formulae and proofs of the results
quoted below the reader is referred to these earlier papers.
Over the region R = {nln~O,cnl~ C} the function v"(n), where N' is positive
definite symmetric, is twice differentiable with respect to n, positive, non-increasing
and a convex function of n, Further, for every E> 0 there is an n(E) ~ 0 such that
n>n(E) implies v"(n)~E. These properties established the applicability of the results
of Kuhn and Tucker (1951) in deriving a special-purpose algorithm for obtaining
the solution to this allocation problem. Also it is thus clear that the constraint (6)
may be replaced by an equality constraint. Finally, general-purpose convex program-
ming techniques could be used for obtaining solutions.
Several salient features of the solution to this allocation problem may be briefly
described as follows. The interval C~ 0 is partitioned by the points
o= C;< Cr - 1 < ... < C1 < Co
into the intervals /0,11' .. " L, where 10 = [Co, (0), Ii = [Ci' Ci - 1) (i = 1, ... , r). Within
each of these intervals some subset, Wi of the k nrs is zero, the complementary set,
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Si' of the minimizing nJ's being linear functions of C. Over all C~ 0 each n~ is a
continuous, piecewise linear function of C. Explicit formulae for the nO and methodo-
logy for determining these sub-intervals are given in the papers referred to above.
Further, making the dependence of nO on C explicit by denoting the minimizing
value of n for the budget C by nO(C) and letting
v*(C)==v"{nO(C)}, (7)
then it can be shown that v*(C) is a continuous, strictly decreasing, convex function
of C possessing a continuous first derivative. Also for C E Ii' v*(C) has the functional
form:
v*(C) = Ki+{'Y7/(C+~i)}' (8)
where 'Yi > 0, Li > 0 and K; depend only on the interval Ii' The quantities 'Yi and Li
can be explicitly expressed for each Ii in terms of re, N', e and the ars. And Ko = 0,
K; = 1t(N')-lW, while the remaining K/s chosen to make v*(C) continuous at the
end-points of the successive intervals.
With these brief preliminaries some simple, but useful, results concerning the
class of decision problems described in Section 1 may be given.
3. GENERAL CHOICE OF n* AS A UNIVARIATE PROBLEM
Consider now the original class of problems posed, viz. of choosing that D~ 0,
denoted by n*, which minimizes I(D), (4), or
I(D) = E min E" lea, p,)+en'. (9)
Xlo a ILlx,o
Now the posterior expectation of lea, p.), E;(x,o lea, p.) will_be some non-negative
function of a, m" and V"(D). Since this quantity depends on X only through m", the
expectation of the minimum (over all a) of this quantity with respect to the marginal
distribution (also normal) of X is precisely its expectation with respect to the "prior"
distribution of m" = m"w. Since m" is a linear function of X, it is easily verified that
this prior distribution of the posterior mean is normal with mean m' and variance
1tV'W-1tV"W = v' -V"(D).
It follows that for this model the first term of (9) depends on D only through V"(D).
By this argument and letting
f,{v"(D)}== E min E" lea, p.),
Xlo a ILIX.o
the choice of the design D* becomes a problem of choosing that D~ 0 which minimizes
ii{V"(D)} +en', (10)
where ii may be a very complicated function or not, depending on the form of lea, p.).
The main result of this section may now be demonstrated. This result is that for
aDY function ii, i.e. any loss function lea, p.)~ 0, the vector D* which minimizes (10)
may be found by minimization of a function of only one variable, assuming that one
has available a solution to the corresponding allocation problem of the preceding
section.
First, a preliminary dual result regarding the allocation problem, namely that
DO(C) is also that vector D~ 0 which minimizes g(D)== en' subject to the constraint that
V"(D) = v*(C). More formally one has:
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Lemma 1. The vector solution to the allocation problem of Section 2 for the
budget C, nO(C), is also that vector n which minimizes ent subject to the constraints
n~O and v"(n) = v*(C).
Proof. Assume the contrary, i.e. suppose there is an n' ~O such that v"(n') = v*(C)
and also en"« c{nO(C)}t. Then there must be a S >0 such that e(n' +S)I = e{nO(C)}!.
Hence by the previously asserted properties of v"(n), v"(n' + S) < v"(n') = v*( C),
contradicting the hypothesis that nO(C) minimizes v"(n) among all n ~ 0 for which
ent = C.
The basic result says, in effect, that that n = n* which minimizes.fi{v"(n)}+ent for
any given function jj s Ois precisely nO(CO) which minimizes v"(n) subject to en' = Co,
where Co is that value of C~0 which minimizes fz{v*(C)} + C. Thus for any loss
function, under the above model, the determination of an optimal experiment n* may
be accomplished by minimization of .fi{v*(C)}+C by choice of C~O (say CO) and
then taking n* = nO(CO) using the solution to the allocation problem of the preceding
section. More formally one has:
Theorem 1. Iffor any function .fi(x) ~ 0 defined for x ~ 0,
g(C) =fz{v*(C)}+C (11)
attains its minimum at C = Co, say, then /(n) = fz{v"(n)}+ent attains its minimum
over all n~O, at n* = nO(CO), where nO(C) is that value of n~O minimizing v"(n)
subject to en' = C.
Proof. It suffices to show that for all n ~ 0
.fi{v*(CO)} + e{nO(CO)}! ~fz{v"(n)} + ent. (12)
By the properties of v"(n) and v*(C) given earlier and Lemma 1, for every n~O,
v"(n) exists and also there exists some C~O such that v"(n) = v*(C):=v"{nO(C)}
and also C = e{nO(C)}!~ent. Thus for every n~O there is some C~O such that
.fi{v"(n)}+ ent~.fi{v*(C)} + C. (13)
However, by hypothesis for all C~O
fz{v*(C)} + C~fz{v*(CO)}+ Co = fz{v*(CO)}+e{nO(CO)}!. (14)
The assertion (12) then follows immediately from (13) and (14).
By this result and earlier ones, it follows that if.fi(v") is a differentiable function of
v", with derivativef'(v"), then a first-order condition for a local minimum of g(C),
(11), at C = Co, is that at Co
(djdC) [fz{v*(C)} +C] = Ji'{v*(C)}{dv*(C)jdC} +1 = 0,
or
f;{v*(C)} = -{dv*(C)jdC}-l, (15)
where the derivative dv*(C)jdC is given for CEli by using the expression (8), as
dv*(C)jdC = - h'i/(C+~J}2 (CE~). (16)
In the remaining sections these results are used to give solutions for n* for three
different loss functions: for estimation problems under quadratic and linear losses,
and for a two-action problem with a linear utility function. In the special case of
quadratic losses, the results will be seen to apply far more generally than under the
normal distribution model assumed elsewhere.
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4. QUADRATIC LOSSES
The simplest application is under a quadratic loss function, i.e, taking
for some k > O. Such a loss function is often a reasonable approximation in estimation-
type problems. Here a* = m" and it is readily verified that l(D) = kV"(D) +cIi. By
Theorem 1 this is minimized by D* = DO(CO) if kv*( C) + C attains its minimum at
C = Co and DO(CO) is the solution to the allocation problem for the constraint CDt = Co.
The problem is thus solved, given solutions to the allocation problem, by finding Co.
The condition (15) becomes simply
(17)
for C in some L. Now it is clear from expression (8) that v*(C) and hence kv*( C) + C
are continuous convex functions of C~ O. Thus Co is either zero or there is one and
only one interval Ii for which the solution C; of (17) is in Ii and that C, = Co.
In the case of quadratic losses the methodology given above can be adapted with
little alteration to provide the optimal experimental design, D*, for inference or
decision regarding the unknown linear combination I-t = !J.n:l under models other than
normal with known variances. For, in general, with quadratic losses a* is the posterior
mean of I-t while D* is chosen (~O) to minimize l(D) = kE'v"Ci-L)+cDf, where E'v"Ci-L)
denotes the prior expectation of the posterior variance. Under a number ofalternative
distribution assumptions E'v"Ci-L) may be put into the form 7t(N+N')-l n:l, where the
sample sizes are uniquely determined by the diagonal entries of N. Whenever this
can be done the problem of finding D* is formally identical to the normal distribution
example of the previous paragraph. This program can be carried out in at least the
cases where P« (i = 1, ... , k) is taken to be the unknown proportion of a Bernoulli
process, the parameter of a Poisson process or the unknown variance (mean known)
of a normal process, where, in each case, independent natural conjugate prior
distributions (Raiffa and Schlaifer, 1961) are assigned to each I-ti' The same generaliza-
tion holds for decision on I-t where the I-t/s are normal process means and either the
variances a~ are unknown and independent natural conjugate "normal-gamma"
prior distributions are assigned to each (l-ti> l/aD pair, or the informations l/a~ are
known only up to a multiplicative constant, h, and a k-dimensional normal-gamma
prior is assigned to (!J., h).
5. LINEAR LoSSES
As a second simple example consider decision regarding I-t where
{
koCi-L - a) Ci-L ~ a)
lea,I-t) =
k1(a-l-t) (I-t < a)
for positive constants ko and k1• In this case it is easily verified (see Raiffa and
Schlaifer, 1961) that a* is chosen such that
<I>[(a*-m")N{v"(D)}] = ko/(ko+kJ, (18)
where <I>(u) is the unit normal distribution function. Also it has been shown that
min E" l(a,l-t) = (ko+kJ {v"(D)}i «p(u*),
a ",1X,n
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where 4>(u) is the unit normal density function and u* = (a* - m")N{v"(n)}. Since
a* is determined so that (18) holds, u* is independent of n and X and since v"(n)
does not depend on X, it follows that n* is chosen to minimize
Ji{vl/(n)}+en' = k{v"(n)}t +en',
where k = (ko+kJ4>(u*). By Theorem 1, n* is the solution to the allocation problem,
nO(CO), where Co minimizes k{v*(C)}t+C. This function of C is convex, thus either
Co = 0 or there is one and only one interval Ii for which the first-order condition (15)
holds for some unique CEIi which is the sought Co. This condition is simply
{Yi/(C+:Ei )}2= (2/k){ylj(C+:Ei) + Ki}t,
which can be numerically solved for C.
6. A TWO-ACTION PROBLEM
6.1. Definition
As a final example, consider a two-action problem where the utilities of each act,
al and a2, are linear in the unknown parameter fL. The model put forth is a generali-
zation of that first given by Grundy et al. (1956), in the sense that here the underlying
parameter is the linear composite, (1); independent samples may be selected to obtain
information on each component fLi' and a general k-dimensional normal prior
distribution is assigned to lL. The simple sampling model of Grundy et al. is also given
in detail in Raiffa and Schlaifer (1961); the notation and results of these latter authors
are extensively used in this section. The problem, hereafter termed PI' which is
discussed by Raiffa and Schlaifer is essentially described as follows: fL is the mean
of a normal process with known variance 0 2• A normal prior with mean m' and
variance v' is assigned to the scalar fL. A sample of n observations Xl' "0' X n may be
drawn where, conditional on fL, the X/s are independent N(fL,02) . Then with the
utility function below they obtain the optimal scalar n*.
It is assumed that the utilities of the two acts are given by
u(ai,fL)=Ki+kifL (i=I,2),
where it is assumed that k 2 > kl' It is then clear that
{
Of "al 1 m ~fLb'
a* =
a2 if m" > fLb,
where fLb = (KI - KJ/(k2 - kJ. Defining opportunity loss
I(ai' fL)= max u(ai' fL)-u(ai' fL),
i
one has the non-negative loss function
{
0 (fL~ fLb),
l(al,fL) = (k 2 - kJ (fL- fLb) (fL> fLb),
and
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It then follows easily, since the distribution theory is essentially the same as under
Pl (see Chapter 5 of Raiffa and Schlaifer), that
min E" l(ail.t) = kt{v"(n}}! LN' [i (fLb -m")N{v"(n)} I],
i ILIX,n
where
k, = k2-kl and LN.(u)= J:oo(u-z)r/;(z)dz,
the so-called unit normal linear loss integral. Further, it can be shown (Chapter 5
of Raiffa and Schaifer) that
fr1:v"(n)}+cnt = E min E" l(aiofL)+cnt = kt(V')lLN·{1 (fLb-m')Nv' I}
fin i "IX,n
-kt{v' -v"(n)}l LN' u(fLb-m')N{v' -v"(n)}I] +cnt• (19)
From this expression and Theorem 1 it follows that, given solutions to the allocation
problem, n* which minimizes (19) is essentially given once that value, Co, of C~ 0 is
found which maximizes
h(C) = kt{v'-v*(C)}lLN.[ifLb-m'IN{v' -v*(C)}]- C. (20)
Methodology for finding Co can be stated simply, although the demonstration
is somewhat lengthy. The final results are stated in Section 6.3, and established
by detailed examination of the behaviour of h(C) given below.
6.2. Behaviour ofh(C)
In examining the behaviour of h(C) one may exploit the fact that in each of the
intervals Ii, h(C) mimics the behaviour of a positive linear function of the "dimension-
less net gain". This dimensionless net gain is the quantity maximized by the choice
of the scalar experiment size in the problem Pl'
For cet; let
v**(C)=v'-v*(C) = V'-{Ki+y~/(C+I;i)}>O, (21)
where v' = 1tV'~, this quantity being just the variance of the prior distribution ofm",
using the optimal allocation for the budget C. Also, letting
and
K~=v'-Kt,
Pi= {K~(C+ I;i) - y~}/y~,
D~= IfLb -m'l /(K~)l,
At= ktYi{(K~)l/Yi}3
(22)
(23)
(24)
(25)
ei={Pi/(l +Pi)}l = [{K~(C+I;i)-y~}/{K~(C+I;J}]l, (26)
it is easily verified that for C E Ii
h(C) = (yUK~){\ eiLN.(D~ei)- Pi}+I;i-(yUK~). (27)
Furthermore, from (21) K>O and K~(C+I;i)-y~>O. Also for CE4, h(C) depends
on C only through Pi which determines C uniquely. The quantity in curly brackets
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above is exactly of the form of the "dimensionless net gain", which when maximized
by choice of Pi yields the optimal simple sample size for the problem Pl' (See equation
5-41 of Raiffa and Schlaifer.)
In the form (27) the first two derivatives of h(C) are given for C E Ii by
(28)
and
h"(C) = (K~/4y~) \{Pi(Pi+ 1)}-t4>(D~/8i){D?+(D?-1)Pi-4PU, (29)
respectively. Using the definitions above and after some manipulation these derivatives
may be expressed as
(30)
and
h"(C) = (ktl4){v**(C)}-t {Yi/(C +1:i)}24>(u) [(u2-1){y~/( C +1:i)}
-4v**(C)/(C+1:i)] (31)
for Ce I; and u = IfLb-m'l/{v**(C)}!. In this form it is easy to see that since v**(C)
and {Yi/(C+1:i)} = -dv*(C)ldC are continuous functions of C over all C~O, h'(C)
is a continuous function of C, while h"(C) has jump discontinuities at the end-points
of the successive intervals, attributed to the last term in (31).
Following the lead of Raiffa and Schlaifer, the behaviour of h(C) in a special case
may be seen easily.
Case I (fLb = m'). In this case it follows that D~ = 0 for all i, and from the definition
of h(C), (28) and (29), it is seen that h(O) = 0; as C --+ 0, h'(C) --+ co; as C --+ 00,
h'(C)--+-l; and h"(C) < 0 for all C~O. It is then concluded that h(C) is a concave
function of C and possesses a unique maximum for some C>O. Typical behaviour
in this case is exactly the same as that of the net gain for simple sampling, the problem
PI' displayed in Fig. 5.7, p. 119, of Raiffa and Sch1aifer.
Case II (fLb"# m'). The behaviour of h(C) in this case differs substantially from
that of the dimensionless net gain under simple sampling, for, unlike the situation
for PI' h(C) may possess several relative maxima. It is easily seen that for CElT
and as C--+O, h'(C)--+-l and for CElo, as C--+oo, h'(C)--+-l. Thus h(C) is decreasing
at the origin and also for sufficiently large C.
For Ce I; (i = 0, 1, ... ,r) the sign of h"(C) is dictated by the sign of the term in
square brackets in (31). That term may be written as
y~/{(C+1:i)3V**(C)}{ -(4K?ly1) (C+ 1:i)2+(fL~+7K~)(C+ 1:i)- 3Yn, (32)
where fL*=lfLb-m'l. Thus the sign of h"(C) for CEIi is given by that of the term
in the second set of curly brackets in (32), which is positive for C"['< C< Cf and
zero or negative elsewhere where C"[' and Cf are the roots of the quadratic in (32).
These roots are always real and for each i the smaller root, C"[', falls outside the
interval Ii = [Ci' Ci - l ) . This may be seen as follows: By solving the quadratic in (32),
C"[' < C, whenever
(Ci+ 1:i) 8K?(lly~) >fCfL~)= (fL~+7K~)-{CfL~+7K~)2_48K?}!.
Now f(fL~) ~f(O) = 6K~ for all fL~ ~O, and further, by (21) and (22),
y~/(c;+1:i) ~ K~< 4K~/3
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which establishes the desired inequality. It then follows that if
(a) Cf<Ci thenh"(C)<O forall cet;
(b) Cf>Ci - i then h"(C»O for all CEli ,
(c) C,<Cj«C,_, then h'(c){:~}for C{:}Cj< (CEIJ. (33)
IfCf equals Ci or Ci - i then h"(C) is less than zero or greater than zero, respectively,
for all CEli , except that it is equal to zero at Ci or Ci - i , respectively.
Thus h(C) may be concave throughout ~ (a), or convex (b), or first convex and
then concave (c). The conjecture that perhaps there exists some i* such that (a)
holds for all ~ (i < i*) (c) holds for Ii., while (b) holds for i» i* is false. The numerical
example below demonstrates this. Thus h(C) may possess several relative maxima.
However, it is clear that within each Ii' h(C) behaves like some portion of the
dimensionless net gain function for Pi discussed by Raiffa and Schlaifer.
6.3. Use of Nomographs in Finding Co
A procedure may now be given for finding Cowhich maximizes h(C), using nomo-
graphs given in Raiffa and Schlaifer.
Case I (/Lb = m'). In this case D~ = 0 for all Ii' and by the properties of h(C)
demonstrated above Cois the unique C satisfying h'( C) = 0 for C E Ii' Using published
nomographs one can easily find p~ such that h'(C), (28), is zero. The corresponding
q is, by (23), given by q = (l/KD'Yi(p~+ l)-~i' Co is that unique q falling in its
respective interval Ii' To carry out this explicitly let z = "~, D:x,= D~ = 0, and find
the corresponding YJo from Chart I of Raiffa and Schlaifer; then take p~ = YJoz2•
Case II <lLb f= m'). Here D~ is not zero for each i, and it is clear from the preceding
discussion that h(C) may possess a relative maximum only in those intervals, Ii' for
which h(C) has a concave segment or in which h"(C)<O for some C's. This set of
intervals, S, is easily identified using (33) and the fact that
Cf = [<IL~+7K~)+{<IL~+7K~)2_48K?}t]/{8K?{l/'Ym-~i' (34)
It follows by analogy with the case treated by Raiffa and Schlaifer that h(C)
attains a relative maximum in Ii if and only if Ii E S and the largest root of h'(C) = 0(q, say) is in Ii' Again q may be given by (I/K~)Yi(p~+ 1)-~i> where p~ is the
largest root obtained by equating (28) to zero. Again p~may be found for each interval
using Chart I of Raiffa and Schlaifer. Simply take Doo = D~ and proceed as in Case 1.
Then Co defining the absolute maximum of h(C) is that q for which h(CV is largest,
provided h(C~) > O. Otherwise Co = 0, including the case of no relative maxima
existing.
6.4. A Numerical Example
To conclude, consider the following numerical example chosen merely to
illustrate the method.
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Suppose ft = 3ft1 +7ft2, where IL = (}.t1' ft2) is assigned a bivariate normal prior
distribution with mean m' = (l0, 10) and variance-eovariance matrix
V' = [ 300 -150].
-150 100
Suppose also that ai =.100, a~ = 256, c1 = 1 and C2 = 4. Two acts, a1 and a2, are
contemplated; the utility of each is linear in ft with K1 = 275,500, K2 = 100,000,
k1 = 1,000 and k« = 2,350. Then ftb = 130, k, = 1,350, m' = 100, v' = 1,300 andI ftb - m' I= 30. Using the results of the author (1965), the solution to the allocation
problem of minimizing v"(ft) by choice of n1~0, n2~0 subject to n1+4n2~C was
found to be as summarized in Table 1.
TABLE 1
t, Yj Lj s, K~ n~(C) ng(C)
3 [0,0'438) 5 0'33 1225·0 75'0 C 0
2 [0'438, 3-271) 194 29·49 0·0 1300'0 0·506-0·155C -0,127 +0'289C
1 [3'271,10'382) 80 10·24 675'0 625·0 0 0·25C
0 [10'382,00) 254 55'09 0·0 1300'0 -1·226+0·118C 0·308+0·221C
Using (33) and (34) one finds Cff = 13-36,Cr = 6'73, Cf = 10'44andC¥ = 1·20;
hence h(C) is convex for CEIs and CEI2; for CEIl' h(C) is convex for C~6'73 and
concave otherwise; while for CElo, h(C) is convex for C~ 13·36 and concave other-
wise. To locate relative maxima, one need only check 10 and II' For II' D~ = 1,2,
Al = 3296 and z = Ai = 14·88. From Chart I of Raiffa and Schlaifer one finds
'l']0~0'075 and thus p~~ 16·61 and q~ 170il1' Thus there is no relative maximum
in II' Similarly for 10' D~ = 0'83, Ao = 980·8 and z = 9·94, from Chart I of Raiffa and
Schlaifer 'l']0~0'108 from which pg~ 10·66 and cg~ 524Elo' Thus h(C) has a relative
maximum in 10 at C = 524. This being the only relative maximum and since h(524) > 0,
Co = 524. Finally, using the formulae in the table above for nO(C) for C E10' it is
found that nt~6l and ni = 116, defining the optimal experiment.
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